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After years of firefighting, compliance functions now need to adopt a
more strategic approach to ensure competitiveness. This means
addressing suboptimal outcomes such as fragmented operating silos,
manual processes prone to error, reliance on traditional tools and
inflexibility in response to requests.
With much mandated delivery completed, there is an ideal opportunity
to re-think the role of compliance and its front-to-back operating
model, prioritising forward-looking, proactive risk management. Firms
must go back to basics by assessing the ‘what, who, how’ of
compliance. Primary considerations for rationalisation and subsequent
reinvention begin with the operating framework, where disjointed
design hinders compliance functions’ provision of value-add services in
a cost-effective manner. This is compounded by a fundamental lack of
clarity regarding the mandate and responsibility of compliance itself.
Compliance rules should be unpicked in detail, and translated into an
effective design supported by creative resource structures and a
sufficiently delineated Three Lines of Defence. RPA is a solution many
firms are turning to in order to help reduce the compliance cost basis
and process waste, as well as data analytics and digital innovation to
produce a modernised model.
Successful implementation of any such change relies on a defined
mission statement and priorities for the compliance function in the
organisation’s context; for example greater insight, stronger risk-based
decisioning or defined commercial differentiation. Where this is clear,
an appropriately tailored action plan can deliver superior holistic
benefits through driving standardisation and embedding a sustainable
and coherent, global articulation of compliance.

Products and Crypto

Update on key timings and trends
Your guide to critical regulatory milestones, analysis
of hot topics and emerging regulatory trends

p HOT TOPIC: CSDR
CSDR aims to harmonise certain aspects of the settlement cycle and
settlement discipline and to provide a set of common requirements for
CSDs operating Securities Settlement Systems across the EU. It applies
to all market operators in the context of securities settlement and all
CSDs. The regulation follows a phased-in approach with:
p The internalised settlement requirements to be implemented by
30th March 2019 (first report due end on Q2 2019): it requires
‘settlement internalisers’ to report to the NCA, on a quarterly basis,
the aggregated volume and value of all securities transactions
which they settle outside of CSDs
p The settlement discipline requirements that are yet to be adopted
by the EC and are expected to be published imminently.
Implementation will be phased over a two year period.
CSD participants should be on the front foot and start assessing if they
fall under the scope of ‘settlement internalisers’ as the reporting
requirements set out in this regulation may require significant IT
system changes, market testing and adjustments to legal
arrangements of the institutions concerned. It is, therefore, necessary
to start preparing for the implementation of those requirements as
soon as possible.
Also, given the potential significant operational impact to prevent and
monitor settlement fails, firms should consider potential actions based
on the published RTS and final RTS draft available to understand level
of effort required and start enhancing any pain points. It is key for CSD
participants to conduct current state analysis to help understand level
of impact, test the existing settlement process to identify any potential
pain points; and start fixing known issues as soon as possible to
enhance operating processes to limit the number of settlement fails –
start working on process efficiencies sooner rather than later.

A new generation of traders have arrived and they are very different to
their predecessors. Much like their product, there are few that really
know them, what they do and even less who can accurately value or
forecast them. We are talking crypto currencies. Taking the most
popular, Bitcoin, its value from its inception in 2009 was zero and in
2010 its first glimpse of a valuation put it at less than $1. However, at
the end of 2017 it reached highs of nearly $19k, after starting the year

sub $800. Aside from the challenge of valuing something that has
questionable intrinsic or underlying value, Bitcoin represents the
opportunity of easing the current convoluted infrastructure of value
ownership. Cash has been king but now the opportunity crypto / digital
currency brings is vast – from providing a new way for companies to
issue coupon and reward schemes, to cross boarder wire transfers –
the transactional and correspondent banking landscape can be
transformed. For Capital Market firms, the opportunity is being
embraced both from the opening of crypto desks, to looking at the
operational efficiencies that a digital currency can bring. Even central
banks are considering creating a digital version of their home currency
to put them at the front of innovation and ease of movement without
the downside of a volatile ‘new product’. The main challenge now
hitting the headlines, which is no different from any other new product,
is that of regulation.

Collaborative compliance
Firms working in collaboration to build technology solutions to solve
industry-wide regulatory challenges will continue to gather
momentum following the successful use of both industry utilities and
consortium developed sales and trading solutions to support MiFID II
compliance. Benefits to firms involved in these initiatives include:
a) Encouraging like-minded firms to collaborate on areas of regulatory
interpretation which in turn drives consistency in interpretation and
the lobbying agenda
b) Allowing market participants to share the cost of building
technology solutions to address industry-wide challenges
c) Giving smaller Capital Markets firms the ability to work with market
leading FinTech firms and build ‘best in class’ solutions through
working together.
This is an industry trend we expect to continue as the technical debt
accumulated in delivering MiFID II is addressed and firms begin to turn
their attention towards SFTR, FRTB, CSDR and other regulations.
Baringa are well placed to help firms to work together to achieve
regulatory compliance and this is something we actively encourage,
where appropriate, across our current and would-be client base. Firms
should consider opportunities to collaborate where this makes sense
and embrace the benefits of working together to ease the workload
and deliver high quality solutions.

p HOT TOPIC: Long MiFID II tail. Baringa
Market Intelligence

p HOT TOPIC: New Market Risk
Framework – Final? More delays!

In order to assess where the industry stands on MiFID II, Baringa
surveyed a number of sell-side institutions, largely outside of the bulge
bracket firms, to gauge the status of their MiFID programmes and
preparedness for the longer-term market structure changes the
regulation will bring about. It is clear from the results that not only do
many implementation challenges remain, but also that more strategic
responses to the long-term implications of MiFID II are necessary for
the majority of firms.

On March 22, the BCBS released the lasted CP on the new market risk
framework, known as FRTB. This follows the release of the (at the time
final) minimum capital requirements for market risk in January 2016 and
a consultative document on a Simplified Alternative to the standardised
approach for market risk in June 2017.

MiFID implementation has not finished. Many MiFID areas only have
tactical solutions in place. There is likely to be a long tail of MiFID work
as regulatory certainty increases and industry norms crystallise. This is
especially true for the Systematic Internaliser regime, research
unbundling and some of the investor protection topics
There is no strong correlation between MiFID II topics seen as having a
lasting impact and a strategic solution being in place. For example, the
SI regime is cited by the most firms as having a lasting impact, yet by
the least firms as having a strategic solution in place. The inverse is
true for trade and transaction reporting. Day one compliance and fear
of regulatory response appears to have driven many of the
implementation decisions, not the strategic implications.
Systematic Internalisers are likely to become more prevalent; SIs are
near universally seen as being here to stay, having a positive impact on
client perceptions and firms do not want to fall behind competitors
who have opted in.
Most firms’ electronic capabilities need upgrading. Respondents expect
many asset classes to become largely electronic and increasingly on
venue, yet many firms pricing capabilities remain manual and only
connect to a small number of electronic exchanges.
Strategic workflow tools to support voice trading are needed:
Automation in booking processes is patchy and many manual
processes remain: considering the extent of MiFID data capture
requirements and addition controls required, further automation,
incorporating preventative controls, is needed.
Please do let us know if you would like to receive the full survey results.

The key change is a further delay to the implementation and reporting
date, now January 2022. This does at least provide some time to
organise a more synced up introduction between Europe and North
America.
Other common sense changes will be welcomed by banks as they
provide either capital relief or more flexibility in implementing specific
requirements. These include:
p Effectively lowering capital requirements of the standardised
approach by changes to risk weights, correlations and the calculation
itself
p New metrics of the Profit and Loss attribution test which replace the
partially unworkable previous metrics
p Revisions and clarifications on the banking book boundary as well as
the relationship between traders and the desk structure.
With regards to NMRFs, it provided some clarification in line with our
earlier interpretations though cites a lack of evidence for material
changes at this point. Banks with minimal trading activity will be relieved
by the introduction of the simplified alternative to the SA which
essentially retains the Basel II requirements and applies a scalar.
We expect most banks to refocus their efforts in 2018. The introduction
of a capital floor and a less punitive SA, the advanced approach (IMA) for
market risk becomes less and less attractive, especially from a capital
perspective, for all but the largest global banks. Those with minimal
trading activity should focus on building tactical tools to allow the
business to understand the potential impact of the new rules. If used as
a catalyst for business optimisation and rationalization, FRTB could
provide additional time to align the business and underlying
infrastructure. Banks pursuing IMA have typically already made
significant progress. The extended timeline provides a more credible
timeline for some of the issues surrounding NMRFs and potential data
pooling initiatives.

p HOT TOPIC: Compliance data and
analytics
With regulatory reform and the introduction of thousands of regulatory
obligations impacting virtually all business lines comes risk, which
needs to be managed without hindering growth. Firms must consider
technology investments to deliver analytics that enable Compliance to
properly function in the ever-changing landscape. If regulatory change
was “Wave 1”, data and analytics is “Wave 2” and is arguably more
important to the compliance function and all the way up to board level.
With all of this change where should one begin? Firstly, Compliance
departments should define how data and analytics can reduce risk,
support business growth, and create competitive advantage. Enablers
like AI deployed to recognise irregular behaviour and/or adverse client
outcomes are far more effective at reducing risk whilst also enabling
the business to make better decisions. Imagine a world where you
could forecast or be alerted of an impending risk instead of being on
the end of managing it after the fact. Data visualisation also is being
harnessed across the board by firms from risk analysis, to fraud
detection, to profitability analysis.
Secondly, technology is required that can be easily configured for a
firm, business units and risk appetite. As an example, each business
unit within a trading division may deploy unique execution models,
product sets and business strategies. The Compliance function
understands the risks applicable to each business and, therefore, needs
a technology tool which reflects this and is able to provide detailed
analysis adoptable all the way up to the board. With the right tool
embedded in the business, firms will gain the opportunity to help
generate business (moving from compliance to business partnering)
via the power of data they hold for monitoring and surveillance.
The market is flooded with technology options and finding a suitable fit
can only be done once the first steps are taken to understand how
data and analytics can answer the call. For some firms this is a cultural
change for Compliance which will take time to embed, but failing to
take a step forward towards harnessing the power of data and
analytics will place firms behind the pack and playing catch up.

p About Baringa Partners
Baringa Partners is an independent business and technology
consultancy. We help businesses run more effectively, navigate
industry shifts and reach new markets.
We use our industry insights, ideas and pragmatism to help each client
improve their business.
Collaboration is central to our strategy and culture ensuring we attract
the brightest and the best. And it’s why clients love working with us.
Baringa. Brighter together.

p Baringa’s Finance, Risk and
Compliance Team
Baringa’s Finance, Risk and Compliance Team specialises in helping
firms understand and respond to the strategic, financial and
operational implications of new regulation and to enhance risk
management. A trusted advisor to risk, compliance and treasury
leaders, Baringa Partners’ capabilities and credentials span banking,
insurance, asset management, capital markets, commodities and
wholesale energy.
For more information please contact: risk@baringa.com or Stuart Cook,
Partner, Finance, Risk and Compliance on +44 7968 111631 or
Chris Dominy, Partner, Capital Markets on +44 7841 901 375.

Baringa Partners LLP, 3rd Floor, Dominican Court, 17 Hatfields, London SE1
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2018 | Q1
Theme

Sub-theme

Capital
Financial
Regulation

p IFRS 9

Liquidity

p NSFR
p Leverage Ratio
p Fund liquidity risk
management

Securities

JAN

p Basel III
p CRD V / CRR II
p Stress Testing
p FRTB
p TLAC (UK)
p MREL
p Creditor Hierarchy
Directive

Accounting

Brexit

Structural
Reform

Regulation

FEB

Q1 20.18: BoE to
publish detailed
scenario and
methodology for
2018 exercise

2018 | Q2
MAR

APR

MAY

2018 | Q3
JUN

22.03.18: Q2-Q3 2018: BoE to conduct
BCBS
2018 stress testing exercise
initiated
a new consultation on further revisions to the
market risk capital requirements framework

p Negotiating directives transitional
arrangements
p Triggering of
contingency plans
p Guidelines framework for future
relationship
p Withdrawal
agreement and
ratification process
p UK exits EU

Abbrev.

p AIFMD
p UCITS V

p Corporate bond
market liquidity
p Cross-border
distribution of funds

EU / Global

p Securitisation
Regulation
p AMLD V

01.01.18: National regulators will be able to enforce the legal
seperation of high risk trading activities from core lending and
deposit taking activitity (if perceived risk to stability of the
financial system exists) under EU Structural Reform

03.01.18: MiFID2 / MiFIR
applies. MAR provisions
related to OTFs, SME
growth markets, emission
allowances or auctioned
products apply

JAN

FEB

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

SEP

AUG

OCT

NOV

DEC
01.01.20: UK firms to be subject
to interim MREL requirements;
2022: Final MREL requirements
to come into force;
01.01.22: BCBS target date for
implementing all rules as part
of FRTB

Q4 2018: First annual financial statement in which IFRS 9 applies

29.03.19: UK exits the EU (in case of no extension agreed by EU27 members)

01.10.18: EC's target for
finalising withdrawal
agreement and starting
ratification process

Q3-Q4 2019: Application of
SFTR reporting requirements
for credit institutions and
investment firms

Q4 2019: Estimated
application date for CSDR
settlement discipline rules;
Q4 2019-Q1 2020:
Application of SFTR
reporting requirements for
CSD and CCPs

Q1-Q2 2020: Application of
SFTR reporting requirements for
insurers and investment funds;
Q2-Q3 2020: Application of
SFTR reporting requirements for
non-financial counterparties

01.01.19: BoE rules on operational continuity in resolution, including reporting requirements, enter into force;
01.01.19: UK Ring Fencing requirements must be in place (with the exception of separation of pension schemes)

Q4 2018: Earliest date for a EU political agreement on Level 1 text of revised BRRD;
Q4 2018: FSB expected to finalise its principles on the execution of bail-in, including valuation,
governance, communications and more

July 2018: End to
NPPR under AIFMD

Q1 2020: BoE policy on
valuation capabilities to enter
into force around 18 months
after finalisation of the policy

Q4 2019: Earliest likely
application date of revised
BRRD

Q4 10.18: Expected - EC consultation on the review of AIFMD
03.07.18: Firms will be subject to the
LEI requirements under MIFIDII/MIFIR

16.08.18: Transitional period for pensions schemes under EMIR ends

Q2-Q4 2018: FCA will
publish its finalised rules
on crowdfunding, to
address areas of concern,
especially for loan-based
crowdfunding

01.09.18: MIFID II
Systematic
Internaliser regime
commences

Q1 2018: EC to launch a public consultation on corporate bond market liquidity;
Q1 2018: EC to adopt a proposal to reduce the regulatory barriers to the crossborder distribution of funds

01.01.18: EU
Benchmarks Regulation
applies;

p FAMR
p Investment Platforms
Market Study
p SMCR

MAR

Q2-3 2019: Earliest date for secondary
01.01.19: Deadline for the revised market risk
Q4 2019: Implementation date for the
rulemaking to begin following a political
framework to be implemented; 01.01.19: Earliest
revised GSIB assessment methodology;
agreement by EU institutions on a Level 1
date for political agreement by EU institutions on
Q4 2019: FSB expected to conduct a review
text for the CRD V/CRR II package
the Level 1 text of the CRD V/CRR II package;
of the technical implementation of TLAC
01.01.19: TLAC due to be applied to G-SIBs;
01.01.19: Implementation date for the large exposures framework;
Q1 2019: Revising the creditor hierarchy for unsecured debt to facilitate the implementation of TLAC will become applicable in Member States

21.12.18:
Category 4 firms
subject to EMIR
clearing obligation
for interest rate
derivatives

European Banking Authority
European Commission
European Central Bank
European Economic Area
European Market Infrastructure Regulation
European Supervisory Authorities
European Securities and Markets Authority
European Union

By January 2021: EC will submit
a report on the application and
impact of PSD II

Q4 2019: Amended Directive expected to enter into force by the end of
2019 (i.e. 18 months after its publication, expected in mid-2018)

01.01.20: Transitional
arrangements for certain
benchmarks will expire

In 2019: Industry to make a pensions dashboard available to consumers under FAMR;
In 2019: HMT and FCA to undertake review of FAMR outcomes

Q1 2018-Q1 2019: FCA is expected to publish results
of its market study on investment platforms

EBA
EC
ECB
EEA
EMIR
ESAs
ESMA
EU

03.09..19: EC report on
functioning of consolidated
tape in relation to equities

21.06.19: Category 3 firms
subject to clearing obligation
for interest rate derivatives;
21.06.19: Category 3 firms
subject to clearing obligation
for CDS

Q1 2019: CCP supervision proposal
expected to be finalised;
01.01.19: EC report on making
energy derivative contracts subject
to the clearing obligation

01.01.19: Securitisation regulation applies

Q2-Q3 2018: FCA & PRA to publish policy statements and final rules
relating to extension of SMCR to all FSMA authorised firms

CCP / RRP Central Counterparties Recovery and Resolution
Proposal
CDS
Credit Default Swaps
CRD/R
Capital Requirements Directive/Regulation
CP
Consultation Paper
CSD
Central Securities Depository
CSDR
Central Securities Depository Regulation
DLT
Distributed Ledger Technology

Q2 2020: EC report on various
aspects of MiFID II and MiFIR;
Q3 2020: EU legislation on CCP
RRPs is anticipated to take effect
across the EU;
01.09.20: Initial Margin
requirements in force for all
applicable counterparties;
Q4 2021: FCA has said it will no
longer persuade or compel panel
banks to submit data for LIBOR

09.05.19: Category 4 firms subject to clearing obligation for CDS

Q3 2018: EC to issue communication on corporate bond market liquidity

25.05.18: GDPR will be directly applicable in all Member States

p EU Benchmarks
Regulation
p GDPR

Artificial Intelligence
Alternative Investment Fund
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive
Anti-Money Laundering Directive V
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
Bank of England
Bank Recovery and Resolution Drive
Central Counterparty

DEC

2019 | Q4

2019 | Q3

2019 | Q2

10.03.19: Application
date for CSDR settlement
internalisation reporting

18.03.18: Transitional
period for depositaries
under UCITS V ends

CMU

AI
AIF
AIFMD
AMLD V
BCBS
BoE
BRRD
CCP

NOV

Q3-Q4 2018: Expected date of entry into force
of delegated acts measures for SFTR

p CCP RRP
p EMIR
p MiFID II / MiFIR
p Crowdfunding
p Interest Rate
Benchmark Reform

UK

OCT

Q4 2018: BoE expected to publish
the results of the 2018 exercise;
Q4 2018: BoE to publish details of
a new approach to stress testing
in the UK

Q1 2018: EC to adopt additional negotiating directives on Brexit transitional arrangements;
Q1 2018: Firms are expected to trigger their worst-case scenario contingency plans by March
2018 if no transition deal has been reached between the EU and the UK;
Q1 2018: EC to adopt additional guidelines in March 2018, in particular as regards the
framework for the future relationship

p CSDR
p SFTR

Trading

EU / Global

SEP

2019 | Q1

01.01.18: NSFR becomes a minimum standard; 01.01.18: The leverage ratio will become a mandatory part of Basel III requirements;
Q1-Q4 2018: ESMA is expected to consult on liquidity risk management; Q1-Q4 2018: ESMA is expected to publish guidelines on
stress testing practices covering UCITS and AIFs

p UK Ring-fencing

Conduct

AUG

01.01.18: IFRS 9 must be applied to annual reporting periods

p EU Structural Reform
Structural
Banking Reform / p BRRD
p UK Bank Recovery
Recovery &
and Resolution
Resolution / FCA
Planning
& PRA / EU

Investment
Market
Management
Structure/
Conduct

JUL

2018 | Q4

H2 2019: Expected extension of
SMCR to all solo-regulated firms

FAMR
FCA
FSB
FSMA
FRTB
GDPR
GSIB
HMRC

Financial Advice Market Review
Financial Conduct Authority
Financial Stability Board
Financial Services and Markets Act
Fundamental Review of the Trading Book
General Data Protection Regulation
Global Systemically Important Bank
Her Majesty's Revenue & Customs

HMT
IFRS 9
IMA
IOSCO
LCR
LEI
LIBOR

Her Majesty's Treasury
International Financial Reporting Standard 9
Internal Models Approach
International Organization of Securities
Commissions
Liquidity Coverage Ratio
Legal Entity Identifer
London Inter-bank Offered Rate

MAR
Market Abuse Regulation
MiFID / R Markets in Financial Instruments Directive /
Regulation
MREL
Minimum Requirement for Own Funds and
Eligible Liabilities
NCA
National Competent Authority
NMRF
Non-Modellable Risk Factors
NPPR
National Private Placement Regimes

NSFR
OTFs
PRA
PRIIPS
RPA
RTS
SA
SFTR

Net Stable Funding Ratio
Organised Trading Facilities
Prudential Regulatory Authority
Packaged Retail Investment Products
Robotics Process Automation
Regulatory Technical Standards
Standardised Approach
Securities Financing Transactions Regualtion

SI
SMCR
SME
TLAC
UCITS V

Systematic Internaliser
Senior Managers and Certification Regime
Small to Medium Enterprise
Total Loss Absorbing Capital
Undertaking for Collective Investments in
Transferable Securities
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